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Background Information on Nepal


Small country located between India and China



Area of 147,141 km squared



Population of 29,033,914



Agriculture employs 69% of the workforce and
makes up 29% of land use



One of the poorest countries in the world (GDP
per capita is $2500 US)

Geography of Nepal
There are 3 main regions to Nepal


Mountains, Hills and Terai regions make up 35%, 42% and 23% of
available land respectively



Most farming occurs in the Hills and Terai regions

About IPL


IPL is an injection-molded plastic
manufacturer



Head office is located in Levis, Quebec



They have 4 manufacturing plants in
Canada, and 1 in the US



They also have distribution facilities
located around Canada and the US

IPL Manufacturing Facility in
St-Damien, Quebec

Export Item – IPL 12 Series Plastic
Container


Waterproof container



Designed for industrial storage of food during
transportation



Sizes range from 1L to 5.5L



Made from Polypropylene, which is considered to
be a safer plastic



IPL will ship by the truckload (38,592 units) at $0.81
per unit

Use in Nepal


Would be primarily used in the Terai and Hills
regions where monsoons can cause flooding



Can be used to store anything that can fit in it,
but ideally would be grains and other items that
could be negatively affected by flooding



Can also be used to keep pests from accessing
stored products



Doesn’t even have to be used to protect from
flooding, could just be used to organize and
store materials



Could also be used to transport food/supplies in
the Mountains region, as IPL manufactures a
temperature resistant option as well

Benefits to Nepal


Nepalese farmers would be able to decrease the amount of
product lost, therefore increasing the food available in the country
and could help to reduce the number of people without adequate
food in some of the other regions of the country

Consumers in Nepal
 The target consumers in Nepal are farmers in the Hills and Terai
regions
 The farmers do not need to have large amounts of money as they
could buy the containers for a reasonable price after markup from
retailers

Benefits to Canada


IPL is a Canadian company, so working with them would bring
money into the economy



Canadians would be involved in the manufacturing and transport of
the products
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